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"This can't be!" Ba Shuang roared in rage, unable to believe it, completely unable to

believe it, Lin Hao's strength exceeded his perception, this was definitely not the strength
of an Innate Sovereign ......

There was no way in the world that anyone could surpass an Innate
Patriarch, unless they soared!

But that legendary strength is the strength of ascension, of course this is the
record of the Bastard Blade Sect, other super sects, do know a lot of things, but they won't
share it with the Bastard Blade Sect.

Lin Hao slammed Ba Shuang, Ba Shuang a trace of reaction ability is not,
ruthlessly smashed on the ground, the green stone is fast shattering, Gu Nansheng

immediately explained, faction faction, prearranged ......

He is also full of sweat, this is what kind of strength with what kind of

body ......

"I can't imagine that the sky? Earth zero steak serving zero closed intention

to cover? The sea you all dare to get your hands on, I Lin Hao said the martial arts

community must not get their hands on the heavenly sea, does your clan not know that?
Or is it that it doesn't take my words seriously?" Lin Hao stared at Ba Shuang and

questioned.



That sharp look made Ba Shuang's heart ache violently, he didn't dare to
look Lin Hao directly in the eyes and began to dodge, the pain made his whole body

twitch, he ninjaed the pain and replied, "We didn't know about this! It was Qian Mu who

told us to come out, saying something about bringing us to earn money and getting us out

of the great mountains, the Great Elder promised to let me properly assist Qian Mu,
everything I did was either ordered by the Bastard Blade Sect or arranged by Qian Mu, I
personally definitely didn't do anything to harm Heaven and Earth ...... cough... ..."

Ba Shuang said while coughing up blood, he felt his internal organs were
tossing and turning, he felt like he was going to die ......

Lin Hao stepped on Ba Shuang's neck and coldly snorted, "The Bastard
Blade Sect isn't it? I remember! This matter doesn't end here, the Qian family, right? If

you dare to break the rules, then suffer the price that comes with breaking the rules...
Chief Gu, send Qian Mu back to me, isn't he overbearing!"

"Night One! Take the combat sequence and follow Chief Gu, do what Chief

Gu tells you to do, anyway I don't want to hear anything else about the Qian's tomorrow,
as for this Bashan Sect, it will take care of itself!" Lin Hao said a foot directly Ba Shuang

kick flying, smashed inside the crowd, let a crowd of people scared half to death, secretly
said not filming it, but Gu Nansheng and pretend to be very much like, this bluff, the
crowd is also puzzled ......

The first thing that happened to him was that he wanted to make a baby
with Gu Yue, and he wanted to do that every day, but unfortunately, there are always
people who don't think they can do anything about it. But it's good that Lin Hao has

struck again, it's enough to deter a group of curmudgeons.



Zhong Baiming followed behind Night One and struggled for a long time
before speaking, "Mr. Night, what is our Lin Hao's strength?"

Night One didn't even look back, indifferent like a ruthless warrior:
"General Lin is very strong, stronger than anyone you've ever seen. You can trust General

Lin unconditionally, you're good, you have good vision and you understand the big

picture, do a good job."

"Okay, okay." Zhong Baiming said flattered.
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Gu Nansheng is also helpless, it seems that this Zhong Baiming was scared to death, but
also, the regular people see such strength, not to be scared to death are difficult, look at

just now so a group of people, a shock, if not their own said is filming, I am afraid that

countless people have to take out their mobile phones to film down, then the sky will be

full of people can super God, the strength can break the lapis lazuli block ......

Gu Nansheng left, Lin Hao back inside the Hunan restaurant, many people

blocked outside the door, so that some onlookers can not rush in, this is all the Lin
family's combat sequence, the regular people naturally can not directly squeeze in, over
time, want to rush in less people, and they also eat almost, besides, here is also a small

gathering, the real chat also eating place, certainly not in this, and so Lin Qingcheng

strength recovery almost after, Lin Hao led people directly towards his villa and go ......

Hegemony Blade Sect.



Ba Wu was closing his eyes to cultivate his body, fiercely opened his eyes,
looked ahead in anger, and turned violently angry!

"Ba Shuang! Qi dissipated, if you don't die, you'll become a waste!"

What!

Immediately, the other three elders also boiled with rage, layers of killing
intent passing in, as if they were going to handily kill the person who crushed Ba Shuang

the next moment!

"Senior uncle, you said that Ba Shuang was ruined by someone's kung fu?
But Ba Shuang is at least an Innate Grandmaster! In Tianhai, there doesn't seem to be too

many people who are more powerful than him, right? It's a bit hard to believe!" Ba Bian
said, bowing his head.

At this moment, his anger was like fire and he wanted to burn the person

who had injured and destroyed Ba Shuang to death.

Ba Shan's voice was tinged with anger as he said in a low voice, "Uncle, I
want to walk the earth! Let's see who really destroyed Ba Shuang."

Second Elder Ba Yue looked at Ba Shan, he knew the relationship between

Ba Shan and Ba Shuang, although they were master brothers, they were indeed master

and disciple, they were all master and nephew to the Great Elder Ba Wu, their four master



had passed away long ago, the ashes were on the last landing place, after death none of

the four had the opportunity to go forward to pay their respects, just like the rootless and
ancestorless, the three had a cold heart, but there was no way, they could not go in and

out of the world at will, otherwise many rules were unacceptable to them!

For example, in the Hegemony Sword Sect, the Supreme Elder is a

heavenly existence, but when they go inside the mundane world, the Supreme Elder is

just like an elder, and they almost don't, before trying to order Nie Xiaohai to do this and
that, after a few times, everyone is familiar with the rules outside, so I'm afraid they

won't care.

And they were able to control Nie Xiaohai because of his aunt and his
aunt's son.

If they hadn't controlled Nie Xiaohai's aunt and his aunt's son, I'm afraid

that with Nie Xiaohai's ability nowadays, he would not have come back to the Hegemony

Sword Sect.

After all, how many people in the martial arts world enter the mortal world

and then never look back, for example, Ba Shuang, after following Qian Mu, not much

contact with them, even they call each other back? The service ground love Wu Fu Yi Xi?
The first thing you can do is to find a way to get back to the city, and they can only turn

a blind eye.

Ba Wu stared at Ba Shan and glanced at him, finding that Ba Shan's eyes
were all filled with anger, before he nodded: "Ba Shan, remember never to reveal yourself

as a member of the Bastard Blade Sect when you go out! Otherwise, if the Dragon Sect's
people know that Taotie Town Guard is coming, our clan will be finished!"



"Yes!" Ba Shan's body trembled, Taotie Zhen Guardian, a super powerful
existence!

Not many people in the Martial Dao world dared to raise their heads when
they fought, even many of the old ancestors of the Sacred Sects and Dao Sects were

somewhat scandalized when they saw him.
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"Just remember that, go on." Ba Wu saw Ba Shan's fearful look before he nodded his head.

Ba Shan was the Eldest Elder and knew his mission. After Ba Shuang

entered the world, he was already almost detached from the Ba Dao Sect, so it was fine if

he died or was injured, but Ba Shan was different, the Ba Dao Sect was everything to him,
he would never do anything harmful to the Ba Dao Sect? Land land land yi west zero

cover closed? s.

Seeing Ba Shan leave, Ba Wu looked at Ba Bian and Ba Yue, and spat out,
"The matter of Ba Shuang, don't hurt too much into the body first, after all, the martial

world is about to have a big event, the Holy Gate and the Daoist Gate spread the news

that there is something to fight for in the ancient prison, once you take it, you can enter

the legendary realm!"

Ba Bian's eyes widened as he spoke in shock, "Senior Uncle, is it the
Ascension Realm?"



As he listened to Ba Bian's words, Ba Wu also fell straight into silence, he
had not thought about it before, and now that he was mentioned by Ba Bian, he fell
straight into a trance.

The legendary Ascension Realm?

Was it?

Ba Wu also had difficulty making up his mind for a while, after all, he was
also born four hundred years ago, or after the Ming Forbidden Martial, the last great
event of ascension that he did not catch.

"Maybe, maybe not, but this time thing, is the feast of the martial world,
when the time comes, we will also have people from the Hegemony Blade Sect, so you

guys take advantage of the time, can enhance the strength, enhance the strength,
otherwise when that time comes, we do not even have the strength to compete!"

Ba Wu opened his mouth and did not continue the matter of the Ascension
Realm.

Ba Wu and Ba Yue looked at each other, not knowing what was going on

inside, and once again entered into meditation and began to cultivate.

Tian Hai Lin family villa.



Leng Qiuya waited early for the return of the group, and when she saw

Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao, she shed tears of excitement, she felt guilty for not going to

Western Europe with Shen Xiyan because of some Leng family matters.

When Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao saw Leng Qiuya, they were also busy calling
out, "Mom."

Leng Qiuya hugged Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan and gave a heavy muffled hug.

Shen Xiyan wiped away Leng Qiuya's tears and comforted her, while Wang

Shufen also went up to comfort her.

"Mom, Xiyan, you guys entertain, Brother Jun and I need to talk about

some things." Lin Hao led Jun Wu Ren, towards the study.

"Good." Shen Xiyan fondly let go of Lin Hao's hand.

Lin Hao gestured for Jun Wu Regret to sit down, he opened a bottle of nice

red wine and poured a glass for Jun Wu Regret, after taking a sip, Lin Hao spoke, "Brother
Jun, after holding it all the way, what do you want to say, it seems that you still have to

hold it in for a bit."



Jun Wu Regret put down his glass and knew what Lin Hao meant, just now
outside the Hunan Restaurant, he could feel that the person who was looking for trouble

with Lin Hao had an Innate Patriarch with him, someone from the martial arts world, if
he was correct, it was the Bastard Sword Sect that had escaped inside the last 'Martial

Sweep' operation.

"The person targeting Lin Hao is from the Bastard Blade Sect, the last
'martial sweep' abandoned the ancestral land, no, it might not be the ancestral land, but
a chosen site." Jun Wu Ren said.

Lin Hao gave an 'oh' and nodded slightly as he asked, "Brother Jun still

knows about this?"

Jun Wu Regret waved his hand, "I knew about these things in the early

years, after all, I have been tracking the trail of my enemies for so long that I have

discovered quite a few secrets, but they are not really secrets now. I also know the current

address of this Bastard Blade Sect, if Lin Hao needs it, we can destroy them right now! Of
course I mean to exterminate those Xiantian clansmen who have scourged people, as for
some martial artists who are too obsessed, they can't do that, they still need to be handed

over to the state."
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At the end of the sentence Jun Wu Ren smiled.

Lin Hao was also amused, "I was going to look for signs of the other side,
since Brother Jun knows, then we'll leave now and dare to return before dinner."



"Good! I also happen to be a little hungry, and I have a lot of things to say

inside my stomach that I'll leave for after I finish eating." Jun Wu Ren got up straight

away and said unconcernedly.

The two of them looked at each other and silently disappeared directly
from the study without a single person noticing.

After all, the two of them were both at the peak of the middle Xiantian

Zong Shi realm, people at the top of China's battle power!

Wherever they wanted to go nowadays, no one could stop them! Bashan
entered the Sea of Heaven and headed directly towards the Qian family villa, he was not
as strong as Jun Wu Ren very Lin Hao, so naturally it was difficult to locate the duo's
trail.

After Lin Hao, who had left the villa complex, sensed Bashan's trail, he
frowned and looked at Jun Wu Regret who had risen into the air and disappeared into the
clouds, finding that Jun Wu Regret was also looking at him, Lin Hao said, "That person's
aura just now is very similar to the person I injured earlier, I'm afraid he is also from the

Bashan Sect."

Jun Wu Ren nodded, "Then let's settle him first, and dare to enter the world!
The Dragon Sect's stripes look like the martial arts community is really ready to pry them

off!"

The duo headed towards the Qian family villa.



Bashan entered the private ward like nobody's business, and arrived

directly at the private ward, Bashan's face was in excruciating pain, struggling all the

time, hissing in a low voice, Qian Mu was wrapped up, looking at Bashan's appearance,
his heart throbbed, and fear was revealed inside his eyes!

"Fourth Elder, is this what you call not enough to be feared? I see that my

Qian family will be destroyed by you? Dye picking and flicking to the ground Westwood

Chasan? It's over!" Qian Mu roared in anguish as he ninjaed the pain.

Ba Shuang grinned and spoke, painful, "Qian Mu, the other party's strength
is in the middle stage of the Innate Patriarch, if I hadn't been lightly defeated at that time,
he would definitely not be my opponent!"

"Hehe ......" Qian Mu sneered, not knowing whether to believe it or not, but
the matter had come to this, he didn't say anything more, but looked at the ceiling and

began to think about the Qian family's big plan for future survival.

The strength that Lin Hao had shown was too powerful, plus he and the Ba

Dao Sect appeared to be cooperating on the surface, but in fact the person cooperating

was Ba Shuang, and now that Ba Shuang had been crippled, although his backer, the Ba
Dao Sect, was still there, it gave him the feeling that if he became too dependent on the

Ba Dao Sect, then his Qian Clan would not be his Qian Clan, but the Ba Dao Sect's ......

"Qian Mu, don't be angry! I know it was my gullibility, but my Hegemony

Blade Sect is not just me, an Innate Patriarch, I also have three senior brothers and a

senior uncle! My eldest senior brother is at the peak of mid Innate Sovereign strength,
he's more than enough to deal with Lin Hao, and if my senior uncle comes out, he'll



definitely slash Lin Hao to death with one slash! So don't worry!" Ba Shuang spat blood

out of his mouth, and after he finished, he whimpered and was about to faint a few times,
but with a mouthful of anger in his heart, he was unwilling to faint to death ......

So bear the pain, bear the bleeding, strong said ......

Qian Mu heard the words, closed his eyes, thought for a while, opened his

eyes and spoke: "Are you telling the truth?"

"Do I have to lie to you?" Ba Shuang chattered with blood and spoke angrily
with anger, "If I hadn't been lightly defeated, would I have been hit by that yellow-haired
little boy's punch? If I had gone all out, he might not have been a match for me! It's just
a pity that I didn't know that he was also an Innate Grandmaster, and that he even

exploded with his full strength against me at that time, but even with his full strength he

didn't kill me instantly, he only crippled me, so how much stronger could he be?"

Qian Mu was deep in thought, it seemed there was still salvation?

He was working with the Bastard Blade Sect, he was working with a tiger

for skin. The purpose of his Zhang Mad to expand with the martial power of the Baba Sect,
but also to prevent the depth of the Baba Sect, is simple, is to get the help of the Baba Sect
while using the rules of the world to agree that the Baba Sect occupy and devour them,
this is dancing on the tip of the knife, but without desperate measures, how could he rise

so quickly?
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Just at that moment, a sound of a broken window came.

"Bang~"

"Chomp chomp chomp ......"

Glass fragments shattered to the ground ......

An old man landed on the ground with an athletic demeanor, not like a
normal old man.

"Eldest Brother!" Ba Shuang excitedly tried to make it up, but because the
movement was too great, he spat out a mouthful of blood directly onto the bed ......

Ba Shan saw Ba Shuang, who was completely wrapped up in front of him,
his eyes were scarlet, his killing intent enveloped the whole room, and for a while the

room was extremely cold.

Feeling this kind of aura, Qian Mu shocked beyond measure, this is
also ......

The actual fact is that this is a very good way to get the most out of your
life.



This is the big senior brother of Ba Shuang?

Just this aura, do not know how many times stronger than Lin Hao's aura
ah ......

For a moment Qian Mu was full of confidence.

He also followed and shouted, "Grand Elder."

"Humph!" Ba Shan coldly snorted and looked at Ba Shuang, "Senior brother,
how are you doing, let senior brother take your pulse and see how your body is

doing ......"

Said Ba Shan walking towards Ba Shuang, a? Love dyed steak love serve

cover flick? Put grabbed his hand and began to take his pulse.

Ba Shuang struggled violently, his face was in pain, his mouth spitting

blood more than once, his voice was hoarse with endless anger: "Eldest Brother, I am
ruined! I've become a wastrel! A complete and utter invalid! I feel that my qi sea has sunk,
my dantian is destroyed, there is no trace of internal energy in my body, and my life

breath is dissipating, I may, may not live much longer!"



Ba Shan's heart was shocked at his words, this, this was tantamount to

destroying Ba Shuang, destroying the qi sea and dantian, collapsing the internal energy,
wasn't it the same as destroying the root of a martial artist's life?

With their bodies, without internal energy to maintain them, without the qi
sea dantian to contain the internal energy, they would have long since turned into decay

and become corpses ......

"This is not possible! Don't say anything, let me give you a good look! I
don't believe it will be this nourishing ......" Ba Shan didn't believe it, his eyes were red
and he began to hold Ba Shuang's hand tightly and began to take his pulse and check the

condition of his body ......

Ba Shuang was not struggling, already desperate, allowing Ba Shan to

check his body, as Ba Shan's inner being traveled through his body, Ba Shuang felt

comfortable, there was a chance of recovery, but he knew that when this breath of Ba

Shan left his body, his bodily functions would collapse, and like his long dead master, he
would pass away in the round ......

"No!" Bashan roared and roared!

The coldness in the room was appalling, Qian Mu did not dare to speak,
shivering, this terrifying killing intent made him cringe, greater than the fear he felt when
facing Lin Hao, so that means this person's strength was only stronger than Lin Hao?



Although the cooperation with the Ba Dao Sect, is the tip of the knife dance,
but without the Ba Dao Sect, he can not rise to the present, now Ba Shuang is gone, he can
not be without the Ba Dao Sect ......

Qian Mu thought quickly, pondering the relationship between the two,
looking for the best key point so that his Qian family, will not completely fall into the

hands of the Ba Dao Sect, but at the same time will not be separated from the Ba Dao

Sect ......

"Grand Elder, I know that the Lin family's villa is there, and I know that Lin

Hao's family is there! I can take you there!" Qian Mu said with anger in his mouth and a

thick killing intent.

Hearing this, Ba Shuang straightened his body and spurted blood in

mouthful after mouthful, "Senior brother, I will kill him! I must kill him! He made me this

way, I won't let him go! I heard she has a beautiful wife, senior brother, don't just kill
him, you capture him, I want him to watch me and his wife ...... poof ...... hey with his

wife, poof ...... "At the end of the sentence, Ba Shuang was incomparably excited and

violently spurted blood ......
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"Good! Senior brother, my brother will definitely grant the wish, and that is, senior
brother don't be so depressed, senior brother will definitely find a way to save you!"

"Thank you, senior brother!" Ba Shuang squeezed out a smile, but didn't
have much faith that Ba Shan would be able to find a cure for him, instead he thought, as
long as he could get Lin Hao's wife.



When Ba Shan saw Ba Shuang as he did, he became more and more

distressed and his heart was filled with anger, he could not wait for Lin Hao to be in front

of him right now and then he would slash him to death!

"Senior brother, you have to believe in senior brother's words! Alright, you
stay here and recuperate well, senior brother will go and help you catch that person over

here? Er Lu Lu Xi Di Zha Yi Dye? , I'm going to cripple him and bring his wife over in

front of you!" Ba Shan grunted and turned around to leave.

Only suddenly, the space around this room felt like it had been blocked off,
and Ba Shan felt endless danger wrapping around him, making his heart throb and he

didn't know what to do.

Lin Hao, who had followed Jun Wu Ren all the way here, had a monstrous

flame of rage in his heart, this Bashan Sect seemed to be really looking for death!

"Brother Lin, that one sentence I seem to have thought wrong, there are
some scum of the earth that have no need to live above this world, things that strawman

people's lives, worse than pigs and dogs! Ignoring the laws of the mundane world, these
even if they are restrained, one day if they produce the psychology of revenge on society,
it's really not something that ordinary people can suppress!

"Since their hearts are rotten, let them rot a little more completely, just
from disappearing on earth, it is also considered to show a group of people, rules this
thing, if they do not respect, then extinguish it!"



Jun Wu Ren's eyes were shaking with anger as he stared at Ba Shan, his
majesty revealing an endless killing intent within.

Just now, Ba Shan's words also stimulated him, if one day he died in battle,
or went out to conquer, and Hou Yijun was at home, if such a group of people went out

and caught Hou Yijun, then what would be the consequences?

He dared not guess!

After all, looking at the soon-to-be-dead Ba Shuang nowadays, who could

know that the others wouldn't have such thoughts?

Lin Hao nodded, he could no longer control his anger and stared at Ba

Shuang on the bed as if he wanted to incinerate him!

When Ba Shuang saw Lin Hao appear, he dared to appear so blatantly in

front of him, he was also both angry and excited, excited that Lin Hao had come up to

seek death, angry that Lin Hao had even dared to come in front of him and defy the

majesty of the Ba Dao Sect!

He deserved to die ......

"Senior brother, he is Lin Hao! He's the one who injured me!" Ba Shuang
was spouting blood, unusually agitated, wishing he still had the internal strength to

personally come up and kill Lin Hao in battle ......



Ba Shan was enraged and hissed, "Little yellow-haired boy, you have

destroyed my senior brother, how dare you come and prepare to assassinate him! Do you

know who we are! We are the Ba Dao Sect! We are the powerful Martial Arts Sect! We

have five Heavenly Masters in our clan! If you beg for mercy on your knees now and bring

your wife to me personally, perhaps I can give you a whole body!"

Lin Hao's eyes spewed fire as he stared angrily at the arrogantly shouting

Bashan, what a maniac!

A middle stage Innate Patriarch who dared to be so arrogant after his
appearance, if this was a late stage?

If this is a late stage?

No wonder this martial arts world has been suppressed by Cang for years,
it's a fucking alliance that eats soft and fears hard ......

"Don't bother, I'll definitely exterminate all of the Hegemony Blade Sect!"
Lin Hao's cold voice, said with a strong killing intent, enveloped Bashan.
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Ba Shan laughed loudly at his words, "Little yellow-haired kid, you're really arrogant! It
seems that you really want to seek death!"



Qian Mu watched the scene from the side, secretly saying that Lin Hao was

really blinded by his own status and didn't know his own situation? Is it not too much to

think of oneself to say that one is exterminating a whole family at this time?

Qian Mu said, "Elder, don't let him die out all at once, his wife's assets
don't know what units to use to calculate, once we let him transfer his assets to our

banner, our Qian family and the Hegemony Blade Sect, several generations of the world
won't be able to use them up!"

"Oh? Then it looks like I'll wait to keep him for two more!" Bashan sized up

Lin Hao carefully and said contemptuously.

The next moment, Lin Hao fiercely probed out with a claw, with
unbelievable speed, instantly grabbing Bashan's neck and then carrying it in mid-air,
Bashan was shocked!

He hadn't thought at all that he had been caught before he had even

opened up?

The first time I saw it, I was still arrogant, I was still proud, I was still
thinking, but, but before I could make a move, I was gone?

This ......



What kind of strength is he ......

"Who the hell are you!" Bashan spoke in shock, with a slight fear within his

voice.

Lin Hao said in a cold voice: "Who am I? I am Lin Hao!"

Then with a violent slam, Ba Shan's head smashed straight down towards

the ground, the green stone slab was instantly cracked and blood plasma shot out.

Ba Shan wailed as his head exploded, but instead of dying straight away, a
powerful internal force was inspired out of his pained face as he began to repair his head.

As Lin Hao watched, he was also slightly surprised that he wasn't directly
thrown into waste, it seemed that this Ba Shan was much stronger than Ba Shuang, but so
what?

A single opponent?

What is there to fear ......

Just an ant ......



The two eyes of Ba Shan were dull and hollow at this moment, and his

expression was fearful and full of despair ......

The first senior brother is also only a one-time opponent of the other side?
He was directly defeated and didn't even have time to react?

What kind of strength is he?

Was he at the same level of cultivation as Senior Uncle?

Or is it more than senior uncle's? Serve the earth, serve the land, serve the
land, serve the land. Strength?

What kind of strength is that exactly?

Ba Shuang didn't dare to think about it ......

"Who the hell are you! And that is, if you dare to harm my senior brother,
our Bastard Sword Sect will definitely not let you go! Our martial arts community will

definitely not let you go!" Ba Shan looked at Lin Hao walking towards Ba Shuang and

drank ......



His heart was only fearful, but not resentful, instead he was worried that

his little senior brother would be killed ......

Lin Hao laughed, the Bazhuang Sect? The existence that was about to be

extinguished was not a variable, as for the so-called Martial Dao Realm, that was the
place he and Jun Wu Ren were about to set foot in, would they be afraid?

Even after those old monsters had advanced to Grand Master, what could
they do?

Even after those old monsters had advanced to Grand Master, what could
they do? They would still be crushed to death if they didn't obey, a bunch of guys with

bent legs.

If there are two hearts, who knows what will happen in the end?

"Is that so? I, Lin Hao, said that I would destroy the Bastard Blade Sect if I

destroyed it, and since you are talking about wanting me to see myself humiliated, then
how can the existence that you so admire, if it is not destroyed, in front of your own eyes,
then how can I release the hatred in my heart? Brother Jun, I will take these two
Ascended Masters, and you take that so-called Qian family head, and we will head

towards the Hegemony Blade Sect!"
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"Good!" Jun Wu Ren nodded, then grabbed Qian Mu by the neck and headed towards the

Hegemony Blade Sect.



Inside the Hegemony Blade Sect, the supreme elder Hegemony Wu once

again snapped open his eyes, his eyes scarlet as he spoke in shock and anger, "Hegemony

Mountain, Hegemony Mountain has also been destroyed! This can't be!"

What? West Ai Di Serving Earth Zero Erwu?

Ba Yue and Ba Bian looked over towards Ba Wu, revealing the same look of

disbelief.

"Senior Uncle, how can this be!?" Ba Yue asked.

Ba Bian also looked over towards Ba Wu and spoke in shock, "Senior Uncle,
Eldest Brother was a mid peak Innate Sovereign, and was considered a minor celebrity in

the entire martial arts world, and now he's been destroyed too, I can't believe it! When

did the secular world have such a powerful fighting force? Could it be the Dragon Sect?
Can ......"

Ba Yue's whole body shook at his words, if it was the Dragon Sect, then it

would make perfect sense, after all, the Dragon Sect strongmen represent order ......

"But shouldn't the Dragon Gate strongmen nowadays be Root M's
mechanical legion in check? How come they have the time to spare to deal with us? And

didn't the Dragon Sect have constraints with the great clans of the martial arts world?
Within the rules, there is no interference with each other ...... Now that the Dragon Sect



strongmen have rashly struck out against us, aren't they afraid that the Martial Dao

Realm will be furious?" Ba Yue's eyes were scarlet red with endless anger.

Ba Wu but grunted: "The Dragon Sect does not care whether we are angry

or not, in the eyes of the Dragon Sect, we are the remnants of the old society, they are just
not strong enough, otherwise there would be nothing for us, we are able to still be alive,
thanks to the current society is a humanist society, otherwise put in ancient times, in the

face of today's society's technology, a cannon we all have to die ......"

Ba Bian Ba Yue instant silence, they are also felt the terror of modern

technology, proud of the perception ability, but under the radar, does not seem so

powerful, day travel a thousand miles, in the face of today's high-speed rail aircraft, but
also so, the force of a thousand jin, as well as being able to be replaced by machinery, the
good thing is that people are flexible, the good thing is that society is not brutal,
otherwise, they are experiencing a feudal society, really did not ......

Of course these theoretical knowledge, are not their own sense to, but Nie
Xiaohai brought back from outside, of course they learn deep, that is because, Nie Xiaohai
told them, they are weak, is the group of people who are protected, as long as pull out

this thing, as long as submissive, as Chinese people, may even have a chance to live ......

"So that means that Ba Shuang is offended by the Dragon Sect? But we have

repeatedly taught him not to be too reckless and not to get too much in touch with
worldly people ......," said Ba Yue's low voice.

"Humph." Ba Wu snorted coldly once again, staring at Ba Yue and Ba Bian,
and chided, "How could Ba Shuang listen to your three words? You guys don't know what

kind of character he has, if it wasn't for Nie Xiaohai's merits and if we didn't have to beg



Qian Mu, I'm afraid Ba Shuang would have already gotten his hands on that woman from

the Nie family."

Speaking of that woman, Ba Yue was instantly silent with that side, that
woman was their bottom card.

She can check and balance Nie Xiaohai and Qian Mu, and the secrets in it

are simply too much to take in, so it's that they won't easily bring it up for discussion,
after all, if this is exposed, the entire martial arts community will be unashamed ......

"Well, do not say, I feel the other side is coming, when the time comes, we
will follow the countermeasures inside the words just now, we are, in the end, still belong
to the Dragon Sect jurisdiction ......" Ba Bian looked towards the distance, where is the
direction Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren came ......
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